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In Uruguay, gastrointestinal parasites represent one of the main sanitary and economic restrictions for sheep production in pasture 
based system. The purpose of this study is to analyze the association between different microsatellites (STR) and the genetic 
evaluation of Faecal Worm Egg Count (FEC). A population of 350 Uruguayan Merino lambs (180 males and 170 females) from the 
Selection Nucleus “Glencoe” (NFG) of INIA was studied. The NFG participates in the Merino National Genetic Evaluation, were FEC 
and Fibre Diameter of wool (FD) is evaluated since the year 1994, publishing the Estimated Breeding Values (EBV). Two FEC 
measures (at 7.5 and 9.5 months of age in average) corresponding to independent parasite cycles were used for the evaluation. 
The MacMaster technique was used for the FEC determination. Three STRs were analyzed MCM214, MCM357 and MCM130, 
located at chromosomes 6, 1 and 1, respectively. Selective genotyping was utilized to select 50 animal considered as resistant (R) 
and 50 as susceptible (S) with the highest and lowest FEC EBV, respectively. For each locus pair within each subpopulation (R and 
S) a Linkage Desequilibrium (LD) test and genetic frequencies were implemented with the GENEPOP software (v4.0). In R-
population a significant LD was founded between MCM214 and MCM357 (p=0.015). In S-population the significant LD was between 
MCM214 and MCM130 (p=0.004). Although, the STRs are in different chromosomes, LD described indicates that genotypes at one 
locus are not independent from genotypes at the other locus. Other non linkage-based effects could be affecting the inferred pattern 
of association, such as population structure along a sire bloodline effect, or selective advantage of particular multi-loci gametic 
combinations. These effects may or may not be stabilized from one generation to another generation depending on the allocation of 
individual genotypes within selected reproductive groups. The main selection criterion in the NFG is the average FD. Although, there 
is a non-favourable genetic correlation between FD and FEC, it is of low magnitude. For this reason, at the NFG were used rams 
with excellent FD EBV but with low or high FEC EBV. Furthermore, an epistasis-mediated association between different genes 
involved in convergent metabolic pathways could not be ruled out, despite the absence of physical linkage between individual STR 
loci.  
 
 


